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"Anything which exists is possible."
This, says Kenneth Bouldlng, economist,
peace researcher and social educator, is
"Boulding's first law."

"Anything  which  is  absolutely
necessary  is  desirable."  This, says a
former social studies teacher and dabbler
in values analysis, is a prime criterion for
curriculum content.

"Anything which is possible  and
desirable should be done!" This IS an
assertion  of that growing group  of
"idealists" who are probably the most
pragmatic of today's social educators, the
"survival school." The purpose of this
article is to "register" more pragmatists in
that school.

The  survival school asserts  that
far-reaching changes m social education
are necessary to human survival. It is our
contention that world order studies is one
of the most likely routes to such changes.
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served as Director of the School Program of the
Institute for World Order (formerly the World
Law Fund) In New York City. In that pomhon,
she has worked  on  the  development  of
curriculum materials, teaching strategies, and
teacher education for peace education and
World  Order  studies.  She also directs the
Instÿtute's program of teacher services on a
nationwide and transnahonal barns. She has
pubhshed a number of articles m tim field and
is active in various professional orgamzallons,
Including the Cahfornia Councd for the Social
Studies.

For the task of contemporary education,
unlike  traditional  education,  is  not
merely to help young minds comprehend
the established order, but to equip them
to create a preferred order.

The  task  of  social  education,
therefore, and the central concern of the
Institute  for  World  Order IS  the
development  of a  drastically  revised
vision of the real world and the multiple
posslbIhtIes for new realities that must be
imagined, evaluated, and achieved if we
are going to produce a world system
worth surviving In. It is important to
emphasize that multiple alternatives must
be considered if we are going to even try
to  achieve  a  preferred  reality.  The
consideration of multiple possibilities for
the future is a classroom necessity, if
students are to have hope of achieving
any future at all, much less a preferred
one If students understand that there are
a variety of possibilities for coming at the
problems, they can be more hopeful of
deriving solutions to them. In that sense,
world order education differs from most
other approaches to the study of world
affmrs in that it assumes that Intelhgent
hope is necessary to achieve peace, and
that the nurturing of intelligent hope
should  be  one of the objectives of
contemporary social education.

These factors also account for some of
the  characteristics  of the perspectwe
which relate world order more closely to
survaval education than to any of the
other  approaches  to  international
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education, and more closely as well to the
comprehensive framework we believe to
be  required  But  here  perhaps  the
differences are less m:portant than the
potential for integration of most of what
currently takes place in the areas of
international education and peace stud:es.
Our belief is that a synthes:s of these
approaches  including culture  studies
would provide the requisite content. Thus
survival education is now possible.

To accept that it is necessary, we need
only recall U Thant's 1969 statement' "I
can only conclude from the information
available to me as Secretary-General that
the members of the United Nations have
perhaps ten years left to subordinate their
anc:ent quarrels and launch a global
partnership to curb the arms race, to
improve the human environment, and to
supply the required momentum to world
development efforts " Peace studies, the
area  of international education most
concerned with U Thant's diagnosis, is
currently  d:vided into  five definably
different  approaches which could be
synthesized into appropriate context for
a social education for human survival.
International relations is at one end of
the spectrum and world order at the
other.  Between those  two lie  the
approaches of war prevention, confl:ct
resolution and non-violence studies. All
five are concerned with peace as an issue,
but from different perspectives, raising
different kinds of questions, and holding
varied assumptions about the causes of
war and the means of achieving peace.

World Order Assumptions
The basic assumpt:ons of world order,

the approach developed by the Institute
for World Order, are that the current
world  problems  are interrelated  and
cannot be treated separately; that an
integrated approach to all of the major
survival issues must be taken. We have
come to state the major global issues in
terms of "world order values." We are
attempting  to  derive  educational

/
/

experience  to help  students  acquire
learnings  which  can  contribute  to
maximizing these values.

The purpose of world order stud:es is
to try to find ways of achieving five key
goals'

1. limiting violence and preventing
wars and other types, of hostilities
among nations and people;

2. raising the levels of economic
well-being so that poverty will no
longer be the fate of mflhons of
human beings;

3, expanding social lusttce  for all
peoples, so that oppression and
discrimination will be reduced or
eliminated;

4. broadenzng  opportunities for
people to participate  in pubhc
policy-making,  so that they can
have  more  to  say about what
happens to them;

5. restormg the quahty of the global
envtronment or ecological balance,
so that  people  can  enjoy  the
benefits  of the  Earth m good
health, wÿthout fear of polluhon or
the waste of resources

Any one of these goals may be open to
challenge  and  debate.  It is evident,
however, that they represent considerably
more than mere opposition to war.

World Order studies hope to lay the
groundwork for a global system that
would actueve these goals. These studies
require into six major problems or topics.
Three of these topics are directly related
to war prevention. They are.

1. peacekeepmg  -  preventing  or
stopping violence;

2. disarmament  -  reducing  the
number of weapons and hmxtmg or
preventing their use;

3. peacefid settlement of eonfltct -
resolving differences among peoples
and nations by court arbitration or
any means other than by the force
of arms.

The other three topics of world order
studies are more closely related to direct
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improvements in the quality of life. They
are

4. science and technology - using
people's knowledge for the greatest
benefit to all human beings;

5. human rights - raising standards of
fairness and equality for all people,

6. economic  development  -
"improving the distribution of the
Earth's wealth and resources so that
all  people  may  have a greater
opportunity to live well.''I

The parameters and perspectives of
world order studies also differ markedly,
and in our opinion necessarily, from
other content areas In the social studies
The perspectives are global, encompassing
the  entire  world  system, fitturtstw,
involving projections over the next three
decades, and transdisciplinary, applying
modes of inquiry from various fields.
These perspectives comprise social and
political processes in which a range of
actors interact - from world institutions
to national governments, transnational
groups, and mdwiduals.

The mode of inquiry devised through
world order research proves to be an
approach to problem solving whlt., lends
itself well to curriculum development for
secondary  schools.  A  good  deal  of
teaching materials  and  a variety  of
instructional  strategies have  been
produced based on the following tasks of
world order inquiry

1. Value  clarification  and
measurement.  A  descriptive
statement of value goals, supporting
philosophical  arguments,  and
techniques for measuring progress
toward the goals. Diagnosis is made
through specific factual indicators
such  as  the  number  of wars,
percentages  of people  living in
poverty, and the rate of resource
depletion.

2. Diagnosis A summary and analysis
of current world problems, with
attention to the disparity between
the goals and the current situation.

3. Prognosis A projection of present
trends  into  the  future, with
consideration of key influences and
political differences to determine
what possibilities may exist for
achievement of the value goals and
the  probabilities  of  their
development.

4. Description  and pro/ection  of
alternative world pohtical systems.
Various proposals for changes in
the present international system
designed to achieve the value state
defined In the first operation.

5. Proposal evaluation and analysis of
various  transttion  strategies  A
study of procedures that might
transform the present world system
into one of the alternative futures
detailed in operation four. Goals
and  procedures must  then  be
evaluated  to  determine which
combination is most preferable for
achieving  the  value  goals.  The
results of this evaluation are stated
as a preferred world

International relations, the approach
most distinct from world order studies, is
the most widely taught subject in world
affairs education. It is a hold-over from
the world of the 50's and early 60's,
which constituted a curricular reaction to
the  Cold  War  and  which largely
concerned  Itself with  the  kind  of
educatmn that could produce a more
effective foreign pohcy There are some
of us who assert that it is a kind of
education for extreme nationalism and
support of a government m a situation of
intense  conflict with  another major
power. The underlying assumption seems
to be that the Umted States has as its
major goals the establishment of a "just
and  lastlng  peace"  and,  therefore,
international  processes  In  which  the
Umted States makes as many slgmficant
declsmns as possible are more likely to
lead to peace.

Students  educated  to  understand
factors in foreign policy decision-making
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and the way in wtuch the international
system  presently  operates  will  be
effective citizens, helping the nation to
carry out its foreign pohcy. Most of the
teaching  reflects  behavioralistic,
quantitative, and systems orientations,
particularly as evidenced by the wide use
of simulation games.

Because the approach is one in which
global  problem  solutions  depend  on
evolutionary reforms rather than drastic
transformation, it is our behef that the
approach is totally inadequate to present
needs. The following table specifies the
difference which leads us to that position.

nl          i                                    r   r F        II ' in    I 1  ÿr       ii

Differences between International Relations and World Order Studies as they are
generally taught in secondary schools

In ternational R elations                   World Order Studies
1. value-free - "objective" study       1. value-oriented- aimed at value

clarification and realization
2, focuses on present and past           2. focuses on future and present

3. views nation-state as primary       3. includes a range of actors from
actor  -  organizations  of         individuals  to  world
nation-states secondary actors            organizations

4. evaluation of policies includes
4. evaluation of pohcies is based on         consideration of world interest

national interest                       - global (hohstic) perspective
5. studies  world  15roblems  as      5. studies problems as interrelated

discretelssues                      6. general  global  systems
6. individual system orientation -          orientation (i.e., interactions of

considers mainly international         various world systems" political,
political system                       economic, social, ecological and

non-governmental transnattonal
7. considers violence legitimate         systems)

tool of the nation-state to be       7. inquires into alternatives to
used when necessary to defend          violence - especially in pursuit
national interest                       of change required to achieve

values
8. hmlted to description of actual

reality (real world)                   8. includes prescriptions for desired
reahttes (preferred worlds)

9. assumes survival possible with       9, survival  questions raised in
necessary  policy  changes but         regard to ttme/trendrelationship

(acknowledge  element  oftime  period for  change
urgency)

unspecified                         10, looks to multiple possibilities for
10. looks to llmltedmo&ficattons of          drastic  alternatives  to  the

present  system  as  possible         present system as potentially
changes                                necessary to achieve changes

--                   _._                               -_2__---2-_

Conflict resolution was the first of    nation-state system and that the threat of
the specifically peace oriented approaches    war, or the threat of the use of armed
to the study of the international system,    force, is a significant factor in achieving
It  assumes  that war is the  chief    national  policies.  It is,  therefore,
mechanism of conflict resolution in the    concluded that understanding confhct as
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a pllenomenon, how it is escalated, what
causes it and how it could be managed
would provide students with knowledge
enabhng  them  to  formulate  pollmeS
which  could avoid  the escalation of
conflict.  Unlike  the more traditional
international relation approaches, it is a
multi-level approach to the international
system. It seeks to study conflict, conflict
management,  conflict  resolution  and
control  at  various levels  of social
orgamzatlon.

Unfortunately, in classroom practice,
with a few notable exceptions. 0-ere is a
tendency to fail to differentiate between
the  significantly  different  aspects  of
conflict at these various levels of social
organization, and most particularly to
differentiate between the very important
causes and functmns of institutional as
opposed to individual conflict. This often
reinforces the misconception that persons
and institutions function in identical
ways, which sometimes results in some
rather simplistm concluslons about war
prevention. Conflict resolution calls for
substantive inputs in classroom cumcula
from  psychology, sociology,  social
psychology, some economics, and some
political science, constituting a much
more multi-disciplinary approach than
does traditional international relations.

Non-violence is a fourth significant
approach. As a force m social interactions
and as a strategy for social change st
actually  antedates chronologically the
conflict resolution approach, but has
suffered a great deal from being perceived
as the "ldeahstic dreamer" approach In
recent years it has become a much more
scientific study than in the past and
seems to have done so without losing its
basic moral thrust, and therefore has a
growing place in the schools. This may be
due  lalgely  to  the  effective use of
non-violent  strategies  in  the
mld-twentwth century in such efforts as
the Norwegian resistance movement and
the work of Gandhi and Martin Luther
King. Political viability does seem to be

the major cnterIa for credibility of any of
these approaches

Methodologscally,  this  approach  is
concerned wsth devising and evaluating
non-violent strategies for achieving major
changes at all levels of social organizatmn
from the local community through the
international system. Some advocates of
the  non-wolent  approach  use  the
behavioral scwnces, but the fields of
study which have most deeply influenced
it  are  philosophy and  theology.  It
strongly influences the peace studies
concepts and programs found in religious
institutions and is coming into use in
areas where there are active Quaker world
affairs education programs.

Non-violence studies reflect two major
assumptions abouÿ peace. One is that war
is not only a result of misperception or
conflict of interest, but of certain kinds
of traditional behaviors which can be
changed through moral reflection and
understanding how to derive and apply
moral principles. The other assumptmn is
that there is a need for more creativity in
devising new modes of conflict. Lack of
imagination as much as lack of moral
fiber has produced much violence and
continues to impose the war system upon
us. The instructional purposes therefore
seem to be to develop moral commltment
to non-violence and principles of justice
and to encourage the use of creative
maginatÿon  ÿn  seeking  alternative

strategws for carrying out conflict. It is
the first of those described so far which is
specifically normative in its approach and
intent and which overtly seeks to make
changes m the way systems operate.

War prevention or "war/peace studies"
differs from the previous three in that st
has a somewhat gÿeater sense of urgency
than the others and is specifically focused
on that form of orgamzed conflsct among
and  between  nation-states which  IS
referred  to  as  the  war  system.
Substantively, it is a melange of polmcal
science., international relations, and peace
research. The peace researchers who have
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been revolved in this approach as it
reaches the secondary school classroom
are those who have specialized their
interests  from  the  general  field  of
international relations and/or pohtical
science. It is in war prevention courses
that most attention is given to arms
policy.  And  there  is also  a great
preoccupation with the  concept of
aggression.

One weakness of these courses is that
few of them explore the differences
between the concepts of positive and
negative peace. Emphasis is placed on
negative peace, the absence of warfare,
and little consideration given to positive
peace,  conditions  of justice  and
well-being, the absence or stifling of
winch many beheve to be the major
causes of conflict and violence. This
situatmn reflects the concerns of many
scholars identifying themselves with the
war prevention school who are primarily
concerned with negative peace. Their
basic purpose is to ehminate the war
system  as  the major mechanism  for
confhct resolution among natron-states.
The  ap:roach  and  methodology  is
therefore one which focuses on this
specific  quesnon  using  standard
techniques of political science, sociology,
and  international  relations.  War
prevention courses do look at alternative
mechanisms  for dispute settlement,
conflmt resolutmn, arms control, and
peacekeeping but usually avoid dramc
systems change kind of issues, and pay
httle attention to the values upon which a
peace system might be based

Replacing War System
The two major assumpnons exhibited

in school curricula on war prevention are
that before any of the other problems or
value issues can be treated, the war
system must be replaced and that ÿt is
likely possible to change that system
without drastically changing the total
international system. Instructionally ÿt is
concerned wlth teaching students about
the causes, functions, and consequences

of war and the posstbflmes of deriving
mstltutmnal alternatives to it.

World  Order  in  some  respects
combines elements of all of the previous
four. With war preventmn, it shares the
concern with alternative means of dispute
settlement,  but unlike  this  school,
assumes  that  the interrelatmnship of
other  issues  -  welfare,  justice,
eco-balance, and participation - make it
impossible to isolate war and study it
apart from the other issues. With conflict
resolutmn,  ÿt  shares  a concern with
process, but is not so much concerned
with processes at local and national levels
as at the global level, and is almost
exclusively concerned with institutional
rather  than  personal  or  individual
confhct. It shares with non-vlolence an
admittedly normative base and sees the
significance of moral decision-making and
value  analysis  as  crucial  to  policy
formation m all world order areas, having,
of course, value reahzation as the major
purpose of the discipline.

World Order Concern
It  goes  beyond  the  moral

decismn-making questions  in  seeking
answers  to such problems as how
restitutions can enforce just and moral
social and pohtical processes  In other
words, it assumes that the process or
institutmnal structure itself might be
responsible for violence and injustice.
World Order is most wMely different
from tradmonal international relations
probably because it is m some respects a
child of tradmonal internatmnal relations
and has strongly rejected much of the
supposedly value-free base of the parent
dlsc@ine. There has been for the past
decade  a  generation  gap  between
international relations and world order
people, which is implied in the hst of
differences between the two approaches.

Beginning in the mid-1960's, however,
a growing concern among mternatmnal
relations scholars with normative policy
questions has become evident. It may be
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that the mmledlate yeaÿs ahead wdl see a
convergence of the behavlorahstlcally and
quantÿficatmn  oriented  international
)elations vanguard  and  world  order
people  If this were  to  occur,  tile
educational systems in tlus and other
somettes would benefit. Certamly the
trend is being encouraged by teachers
who are convmced that the major factor
in policy issues ts that of values The
values educatton movement may well be
the  catalyst  which  produces  tins
nnportant merger.

The values education movement also
shows promise of bnngmg a sixth and
potentially very fruitful approach into
survival education, intercultural stu&es
This field whmh in one form or another
has been in the schools for generations
has always espoused "peace" as one of its
purposes.  It  has,  however,  seldom
directed ttself spemfically to peace as a
subject matter. During the 1960's "area
studms" became very popular with many
new courses being introduced and many
new texts produced  by  the leading
educattonal pubhshers The early focus of
these programs was mainly understanding
how other peoples lived. There was an
underlying assumptmn that peace would
result from international or intercultural
understanding.

Cultures in Conflict
A  more  careful  look  at  the

consequences of cultures in conflict has
led to a new emphasts. The emphasis of
these courses for the seventies seems to
be cultural values and the search for
universal human values. Some of the
values studied for potential universality
are the world order values, and thus peace
becomes a possible concern for area
studies Agencms such as the Asm Society
and the African-American Institute imply
preference for a culturally diverse world
They emphastze the rtchness and value of
cultural difference as they search for
universal  human  values.  The  most

productwe of such efforts so far have
been  conducted  by  the  Amermau
Universities Field Services programfl Tlus
orgamzation has produced value-oriented
materials  and  Is  working  on  a
comprehensive  framework  for
cross-cultural educatmn

Another  encouraging  trend  which
could provtde the means of synthesis of
various  approaches  is  the  increasing
number  of  consortlal  efforts  and
programs being planned and carried out
by vartous orgamzations and mstttutions
advocating one or the other approach.
Even  the  International  Studtes
Assomation  now  wants to open  the
discussion of the various approaches,
examining  their  differences  and
evaluating their potenttal as effective
devices for international education. World
order advocates have long sought such
discourse, perhaps because we think we
have the edge in the arguments. But we
tell ourselves it's because of our desire to
advance the field of somal educatmn and
make It more relevant to the needs of
human survival.

Our launch is that a synthesis of tim
world  order  approach  with  the
comprehensive  framework  of the
cross-cultural approach would produce
the most effecttve social education for
human survival. Some advocates of both
approaches see it as desirable It would be
made posstble by a group of teachers
willing to help formulate and test the
synthesis, kmy volunteers among those
who agree that it should be done9
Footnotes
Parts of this paper were originally prepared
with the help of Charles Rwera for presentation
at  a  meeting  of  the  Internatmnal  Peace
Research Association

Quoted from
Fraenkel, J, Carter, M. and Reardon, B,
Peaeekeepmg, Random House, 1973, pp.
14-15

For further reformation, write to James
Oswald, American Umversltles Field Staff, 3
Lebanon Street, ttanover, New Hampshire
03755
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